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Abstract

Achievement emotions have received increasing attention in research on adolescence and young adulthood, but little is known about these emotions in the early years of schooling. Studies addressing the development of different achievement emotions and their linkages with achievement during these years are largely lacking. The present longitudinal study aimed to fill this gap by examining the development of enjoyment, boredom, and anxiety in mathematics across second to fourth grade ($N = 670$ German students; $M_{age} = 8.45$ years, 51.0 % female at baseline) as well as relations between these emotions and children’s math achievement.

Students’ emotions during learning and when taking test and exams in math, school grades in math, and math achievement test scores were measured in annual assessments. Latent structural equation modeling showed that enjoyment decreased, whereas boredom and anxiety remained relatively stable across these years. Moreover, the findings from reciprocal effects models (REMs) show that emotions and achievement were reciprocally linked over time, controlling for autoregressive effects, gender, and family socioeconomic status. Enjoyment positively predicted subsequent achievement, and achievement positively predicted subsequent enjoyment. Boredom and anxiety negatively predicted subsequent achievement, and achievement negatively predicted subsequent boredom and anxiety. The results were consistent across waves and achievement indicators, and highlight the need to attend to students’ achievement emotions already during the early years of schooling. Directions for future research and implications for educational practice are discussed.

*Keywords:* achievement emotion; enjoyment; boredom; math anxiety; math achievement; control-value theory
Educational Impact And Implications Statement

This longitudinal study investigated how elementary school students’ emotions towards math develop from Year 2 to 4 and how they relate to students’ math performance. Anxiety and boredom remained at the same levels during this time, but enjoyment of math decreased. Emotions and math performance were linked over the years; enjoyment predicted improved performance, and anxiety and boredom predicted reduced performance, from one year to the next. High performance, in turn, predicted more enjoyment, and poor performance predicted anxiety and boredom. Thus, the findings suggest that providing students with opportunities for success will improve their emotions towards the subject, which will ultimately enhance their performance.
Emotions are of pivotal importance for children’s academic development. A considerable amount of research has shown that children’s and adolescents’ emotions are related to their academic achievement (see Goetz & Hall, 2013; Pekrun, 2017; Pekrun & Linnenbrink-Garcia, 2014; von der Embse et al., 2018). However, most of the findings have been obtained from cross-sectional studies, which cannot test the variables’ temporal and causal ordering. Only a few studies have investigated linkages between students’ emotions and their academic achievement over time (see Pekrun et al., 2017; Pinxten et al., 2014; Putwain, Becker, et al., 2018). Furthermore, none of these studies have investigated the development of different achievement emotions and their links with achievement in the early school years, despite the importance of these years for students’ emotional and academic development. As such, empirical evidence on longitudinal linkages between emotions other than anxiety and achievement is lacking for the early school years.

To fill this gap in the literature, we investigated the development of children’s achievement emotions in mathematics during the early elementary school years (Years 2 – 4) and examined the effects of these emotions on children’s math achievement, as well as reciprocal effects of achievement on emotions, across these years. Thus, with this study we seek to further our knowledge as to when and how achievement emotions change and how they are linked with achievement. This knowledge is needed, for instance, to devise interventions aiming to promote adaptive and reduce maladaptive emotions at school, and to decide when to implement those interventions.

In the following sections, we address the concept of achievement emotion, introduce theoretical underpinnings of our study, and summarize prior empirical evidence. Using control-value theory (CVT) of achievement emotions (Pekrun, 2006, 2018) as a conceptual framework,
we discuss the development of achievement emotions and related constructs as well as their linkages with achievement. We then address the aims and hypotheses of our study.

**Achievement Emotions**

Emotions are commonly viewed as sets of interrelated affective, cognitive, motivational, and physiological processes that are triggered and synchronized in response to important events (see, e.g., Scherer & Moors, 2019). In line with this view, we conceptualize emotions as multifaceted reactions. For instance, enjoyment can consist of happy and elated feelings (affective component), positive thoughts about an event (cognitive component), impulses to approach the stimulus/situation (motivational component), and peripheral physiological activation (physiological component). Achievement emotions refer to emotions that are directly linked to achievement activities or outcomes (Pekrun et al., 2002).

Achievement emotions can be experienced in different situational contexts. In educational research, research on these emotions has traditionally focused on tests and examinations (e.g., test anxiety; von der Embse et al., 2018; Zeidner, 1998). In contrast, we consider both situations of assessing achievement outcomes (such as tests and exams) and situations involving learning-related activities (such as classwork and homework). In both types of situations, behavioral performance is typically judged according to competence-based standards of quality (successful learning in learning situations; successful test performance in tests and exams). As such, both types of situations can trigger achievement emotions. Thus, we assessed both learning-related and test-related achievement emotions separately in the present study.

Different learning- and test-related emotions can be distinguished along the dimensions of valence (pleasant vs. unpleasant), activation (activating vs. deactivating), and object focus
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(activity vs. outcome; Pekrun, 2006; Pekrun et al., 2007; Pekrun et al., 2002; Pekrun & Perry, 2014). In the present study we focused on students’ learning- and test-related enjoyment, boredom, and anxiety in mathematics. These three emotions have been reported to be among the most intensely and frequently experienced emotions in achievement contexts, and to show substantial correlational links with students’ academic achievement (see, e.g., Barroso et al., 2020; Camacho-Morles et al., 2021; Larson & Richards, 1991; Pekrun et al., 2002; Pekrun et al., 2010). Thus, they are likely to play a more important role in academic contexts and impact students’ achievement more than other emotions.

Enjoyment is defined as a positive (i.e., pleasant) activating emotion. Both boredom and anxiety are negative (i.e., unpleasant) emotions, but they differ in respect to their level of activation, with boredom being a deactivating emotion and anxiety an activating emotion. Furthermore, they differ in object focus. In the achievement context, enjoyment and boredom are activity emotions that relate to current achievement activities, which are either pleasurable (enjoyment) or not sufficiently stimulating and unpleasant (boredom). In contrast, anxiety is an outcome emotion that relates to the outcomes of an activity in terms of a possible future failure.

Moreover, constructs of emotions can be categorized based on temporal stability. Trait emotions are dispositions to repeatedly experience an emotion over a longer period of time, whereas state emotions refer to “the momentary feeling of an individual” (Eid et al., 1999, p. 284). While state emotions can vary considerably over short periods of time, trait emotions are more stable and longer-lasting. Nevertheless, trait emotions can still be subject to change and may fluctuate over longer periods of time, such as the course of one school year (e.g., Pekrun et al., 2017). In the current study, we focused on students’ trait-like emotions in mathematics, that is, their propensities to experience enjoyment, boredom, and anxiety in mathematics over a
longer period of time. By investigating them as trait-like emotions, our study considered students’ emotions in mathematics more generally, rather than emotions only related to single achievement situations in math.

**Control-Value Theory of Achievement Emotions**

The present study was based on CVT and the reciprocal effects model of emotion and achievement that is part of the theory (Pekrun, 2006, 2018, 2021; Pekrun et al., 2017). We derived hypotheses on the development of students’ achievement emotions and their linkages with achievement from this theory.

**Development of Achievement Emotions**

According to CVT (Pekrun, 2006), emotions are elicited by control and value appraisals. Control appraisals refer to one’s perceived competence to successfully act, such as academic self-concept and self-efficacy expectations, as well as one’s outcome expectations to achieve a goal successfully. Value appraisals relate to individuals’ perceptions of the importance of achievement activities and outcomes. Succinctly stated, the theory proposes that individuals’ achievement emotions are aroused when individuals feel in control over, or out of control of achievement activities and outcomes that are subjectively important to them.

Activity emotions such as enjoyment and boredom depend on appraisals of achievement activities (Putwain, Pekrun, et al., 2018). Specifically, when students feel competent to master the learning material and are interested in the material, they can enjoy learning. In contrast, if they are not interested in the material and do not value learning, they may feel bored. Outcome emotions such as anxiety depend on the perceived controllability and value of success and failure outcomes (Shao et al., 2020). Specifically, anxiety is aroused when perceived control over possible failure is low, and the value of achievement is high. For example, if students feel out of
control over their performance on an important exam, they will feel fearful before the exam.

These propositions imply that the development of students’ achievement emotions should be driven by their control and value beliefs (Pekrun, 2006). Accordingly, hypotheses on the development of these emotions can be derived from knowledge about the development of these beliefs, as detailed in the next section. Specifically, enjoyment should increase over time if control and value increase; boredom should increase if value declines; and anxiety should increase when control decreases or value increases. Below we specify hypotheses on the development of the three emotions in elementary school based on these principles.

**Reciprocal Relations between Achievement Emotions and Achievement**

The reciprocal effects model that is part of CVT (see Pekrun, 2006, 2018; Pekrun et al., 2014; Pekrun et al., 2017) suggests that positive activating emotions such as enjoyment promote students’ attention, motivation to learn, and use of flexible learning strategies, thus positively influencing academic achievement. In contrast, negative deactivating emotions such as boredom are supposed to deplete cognitive resources, reduce attention and motivation, and lead to shallow information processing, thus exerting detrimental effects on achievement (Goetz et al., 2019).

The pattern for negative activating emotions is supposed to be more complex. Specifically, anxiety can reduce intrinsic motivation and the use of deep learning strategies; however, it can also prompt motivation to invest effort to avoid failure (such as in productive failure situations, which can lead to an increase in students’ persistence; Kapur, 2010; McNamara, 2001; Schwartz & Martin, 2004) and facilitate the use of more rigid strategies such as rehearsal (see also Bohn-Gettler, 2019; Fiedler & Beier, 2014). However, in most students and under most conditions, the overall effects of anxiety on achievement are expected to be negative as well, in line with the existing evidence on correlations with achievement (Barroso et al., 2020; von der Embse et al.,
These propositions imply that emotions influence learning and achievement. However, achievement outcomes also reciprocally influence students’ emotions. Specifically, CVT proposes that success and failure shape students’ perceptions of control over achievement, such as their competence beliefs and expectancies of success, and may also influence the perceived value of achievement (Forsblom et al. 2021). As outlined above, perceived control and value are proximal antecedents of achievement emotions. By implication, success and failure shape the development of students’ emotions. Success is thought to promote students’ enjoyment and reduce their boredom due to enhancing a sense of control and the perceived value of learning. Failure is supposed to increase students’ anxiety due to reducing perceived competence and control.

Taken together, these propositions imply that students’ achievement emotions and their academic achievement should be reciprocally linked over time. These effects should be positive for enjoyment, with positive effects of enjoyment on subsequent achievement, and positive effects of achievement on the development of enjoyment. In contrast, we expected effects to be negative for boredom and anxiety, with negative effects of boredom and anxiety on achievement, and negative effects of achievement on these negative emotions.

**Prior Research**

**Development of Achievement Emotions**

As noted, studies investigating the development of students’ achievement emotions in the early elementary school years are lacking, with few exceptions. However, there are several studies of elementary school students’ development of competence and value beliefs, most of which are grounded in Eccles’s expectancy-value theory of motivation (EVT, Eccles et al., 1983;
Eccles & Wigfield, 2020). Similar to CVT studies that often used competence beliefs as a measure of control (e.g., Forsblom et al., 2021), EVT studies typically used measures of perceived competence to operationalize expectancy. EVT and CVT share structural similarities, with EVT using combinations of expectancy and value to explain motivation, and CVT combinations of control and value to explain emotions (for in-depth discussions of these constructs, see Marsh et al., 2019; Pekrun, 2018).

**Control- and Value-Related Beliefs**

On average, children’s competence beliefs and achievement expectancies decline throughout elementary school and into the middle and high school years (for reviews, see Muenks et al., 2018; Wigfield & Eccles, 2020; Wigfield et al., 2015). Young children are quite optimistic regarding their competencies in various domains (Marsh et al., 1998). This optimistic view changes with increasing age to a more realistic or even pessimistic view, as shown by longitudinal evidence (e.g., Archambault et al., 2010; Fredricks & Eccles, 2002; Jacobs et al., 2002; Spinath & Steinmayr, 2008). Similarly, mean levels of students’ interest and intrinsic task value decline during elementary school (for reviews see Wigfield & Eccles, 2020; Wigfield et al., 2015). However, perceptions of the value of achievement may stay stable or even further increase (e.g., Daresnbourg & Blake, 2013; Li et al., 2021). One plausible explanation for this development is the increasing emphasis on evaluation over the school years. Evaluative pressure may enhance the importance of success and failure but impair students’ intrinsic value for learning (see Wigfield & Cambria, 2010; Wigfield et al., 1998).

In sum, these findings reveal that important antecedents (control- and value-related beliefs) of achievement emotions change across the elementary school years. As a consequence, achievement emotions should likewise change over the elementary school years. Specifically, the
decline of both competence beliefs and intrinsic value beliefs suggests that students’ enjoyment should decrease and their boredom increase. In addition, the decline of competence beliefs, combined with stable or increasing beliefs in the value of achievement, suggests that anxiety should increase.

Achievement Emotions

Only very few studies have investigated the development of students’ emotions during the elementary school years. A cross-sequential study by Vierhaus et al. (2016) found that both enjoyment and boredom during school lessons showed similar levels across Years 2 to 5 and across Years 4 to 7. However, the authors assessed domain-general emotions rather than domain-specific ones, even though achievement emotions are organized in domain-specific ways (Goetz et al., 2007). In contrast, the cross-sectional study by Raccanello et al. (2018) assessed children’s enjoyment, boredom, and anxiety towards mathematics and their native language. Second graders reported higher enjoyment and lower boredom and anxiety compared to fourth-graders in both domains. As such, the findings of this study suggest that positive emotions decline and negative emotions increase during the elementary school years. Raccanello et al.’s findings are in line with our hypotheses, but limited given the cross-sectional study design. Longitudinal research is needed to investigate the developmental trajectories of different achievement emotions in relation to specific academic domains and settings during the early years of schooling.

Relations between Achievement Emotions and Academic Achievement

Achievement emotions are linked to students’ academic achievement, with enjoyment showing positive relations, and anxiety and boredom negative relations with achievement (for recent meta-analyses, see Barroso et al., 2020; Camacho-Morles et al., 2021). However, only a
few studies have examined the development of these relations over time. Supporting the CVT propositions summarized earlier, longitudinal research has provided evidence that achievement emotions are dynamically related to academic achievement in adolescence and young adulthood, with positive emotions typically showing positive reciprocal linkages and negative emotions negative reciprocal linkages with achievement (Forsblom et al., 2021; Ma & Xu, 2004; Meece et al., 1990; Pekrun et al., 2014, 2017; Pinxten et al., 2014; Putwain, Becker, et al., 2018). Related evidence for the early school years is largely lacking, except for three studies investigating longitudinal relations between children’s anxiety and achievement in mathematics.

Cargnelutti et al. (2017) assessed students’ math anxiety and math achievement in second and third grade. Anxiety and achievement showed negative correlations over time. However, cross-lagged effects derived from two-wave path analysis were not significant, likely due to the small size of the longitudinal sample ($N = 80$). Vukovic et al. (2013; $N = 113$) reported that children’s math anxiety in second grade was significantly negatively related to their computation and mathematical applications scores in third grade, but not to their geometric reasoning scores. Gunderson et al. (2018) used a larger sample of first and second graders ($N = 634$) and found significant reciprocal relations between math anxiety and math achievement in first and second graders over the course of six months. Prior math anxiety negatively predicted subsequent math achievement, and prior math achievement negatively predicted subsequent math anxiety.

These findings suggest that elementary students’ math anxiety can relate negatively to their math achievement over time, but are limited by small sample size in two of the three studies. For emotions other than anxiety, longitudinal evidence for the early school years is lacking. In sum, existing longitudinal research has focused on students’ emotions during adolescence and young adulthood but has neglected the early school years. Thus, in the present
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study we aim to fill this gap.

**Developmental Equilibrium**

In addition to analyzing if emotions and achievement are longitudinally linked in elementary school, we also sought to investigate if these links are stable over time. Based on previous research (e.g., Arens et al., 2017; Marsh et al., 2016; Marsh et al., 2018; Pekrun et al., 2017), we refer to a state of balance that renders relations between constructs to be invariant across time as developmental equilibrium. Previous studies on reciprocal relations between emotions and achievement indicate that the direction and the size of the effects of emotions on achievement and vice versa remain stable across the secondary school years (Pekrun et al., 2017). The present study seeks to determine if this state of developmental equilibrium is already reached in the early years of schooling or if reciprocal effects between emotions and achievement diminish over time, or actually become more pronounced as students progress through elementary school.

While teachers may have changed during the time of the study, there was no school transition until the end of elementary school (Year 4), and students usually remained in the same classroom. Thus, the broad academic context for students’ affective development remained stable across the three waves of data collection. While we expected levels of emotions to change, the stability of context suggests that the relations between emotions and achievement remained stable and equivalent across the one-year intervals between waves.

Support for developmental equilibrium would offer several important advantages. In statistical models that are based on assumptions of developmental equilibrium, parameters for autoregressive and crosslagged effects are constrained to be equal across waves. From a methodological perspective, these models are more parsimonious and provide more robust and
precise estimates, which facilitates the interpretation of results (for a similar line of argument, see Marsh et al., 2018). From a substantive perspective, support for developmental equilibrium suggests that findings are generalizable across critical developmental periods, such as the early years of schooling.

**Aims and Hypotheses of the Present Research**

We designed the current study to investigate the developmental trajectories of achievement emotions and their linkages with academic achievement in a sample of German elementary school students over the course of three school years (Years 2 to 4). We tested the models using data from a longitudinal study of children’s development in mathematics (Quality of Elementary School Education in Math [BIGMATH]; see Reiss, & Winkelmann, 2009). Given that emotions are organized in domain-specific ways (Goetz et al., 2007), both emotions and achievement were measured in relation to a specific subject, namely mathematics. We decided to focus particularly on mathematics as knowledge and skills in this domain and the STEM subjects, in general, are crucially important to prepare students for the challenges of the global economy of the 21st century (Rask, 2010; Tseng et al., 2013).

We focused on math-related enjoyment, boredom, and anxiety as these are frequently experienced achievement emotions in mathematics (Barroso et al., 2020; Frenzel et al., 2007; Goetz et al., 2007). As noted earlier, we conceptualized these emotions as habitual, re-occurring, trait-like emotions. In contrast to momentary emotional episodes, habitual emotions can influence learning and achievement over a longer period of time. Specifically, we assessed learning-related and test-related variants of students’ math emotions. We included enjoyment, boredom, and anxiety typically experienced when attending class and doing homework for learning-related emotions. Regarding test emotions, given that boredom is typically not
experienced during tests, we assessed only test enjoyment and anxiety. As detailed below, the learning-related emotions were assessed from Year 2 to 4. Test emotions were assessed in Years 3 and 4 only, as Year 2 students did not take tests during the first two years of schooling.

We measured students’ achievement by their end-of-the-year grades attained over the academic year, representing students’ cumulative curriculum-related performance during the year. Thus, these grades are particularly well suited to investigate the impact of emotions on students’ long-term development of achievement. In addition, to investigate the generalizability of the findings across different achievement outcomes, we included test scores from a standardized achievement test that reflects generic mathematical competencies (Reiss et al., 2008). Grades represent students’ achievement in the classroom and the feedback students receive on their performance in a domain. Grades have been found to be more closely related to self-concept (Marsh et al., 2005) and emotions (Pekrun et al., 2017) in secondary school students. Thus, we likewise expected students’ emotions to be more closely related to their school grades than their test scores in our study.

The study spanned the time from Years 2 to 4. The analyses were guided by hypotheses derived from CVT as outlined earlier. Succinctly stated, we tested the following propositions:

**Hypothesis 1.** Enjoyment decreases over the school years; boredom and anxiety increase over the years.

**Hypothesis 2.** Enjoyment and achievement are linked by positive reciprocal effects. Specifically, enjoyment has positive effects on subsequent achievement, and achievement has positive effects on subsequent enjoyment.

**Hypothesis 3.** Boredom and anxiety are linked with achievement by negative reciprocal effects. Boredom and anxiety have negative effects on subsequent achievement, and achievement
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has negative effects on subsequent boredom and anxiety.

Hypothesis 4. Reciprocal relations between students’ emotions and their achievement remain stable, with effects of emotions on achievement and vice versa showing equivalence (i.e., developmental equilibrium) across each of the one-year intervals between waves.

Method

Participants and Procedure

The sample comprised 670 German elementary school students (51.0% female) from 30 elementary schools (98.7% of all students in these classrooms). In each school one class was tested. The sample represented a wide range of students in terms of ability, socioeconomic background (see Table 1), and rural (70%) versus urban (30%) areas. For 71.2% of the students, both parents were born in Germany, 9.9% had one parent born in Germany, and 13.7% had parents not born in Germany (4.3% did not report on parents’ origin). Students’ native language was German for 86.7% of the students, and 12.5% had another native language (0.7% did not report on native language). At the first assessment (Year 2), the sample included 593 students (50.9% female, mean age = 8.45 years, $SD = .40$). In Years 3 and 4, we included the students who had participated in the previous assessments and additionally included students from the same classes who had not taken part before but volunteered to join the study. In Years 3 and 4, the sample consisted of 534 students (51.7% female) and 519 students (51.2% female), respectively. 84.0% of the total sample participated in all three assessments, and 8.1% and 7.9% completed two or one assessment(s), respectively.

Towards the end of each of the three school years, participants answered an emotion questionnaire to assess students’ reports of their emotions during the year and completed the Mathematics Competency Test-Elementary School (MCT-ES; for a more detailed description,
see Reiss et al., 2008). All instruments were administered in children’s classrooms by trained external test administrators. We obtained end of year grades in mathematics from school records. We received ethical approval and treated participants in accordance with APA ethical guidelines. We obtained written informed consent from parents and oral consent from students before the data collection.

Transparancy and Openness

We report how we determined our sample size, all data exclusions (if any), all manipulations, and all measures in the study, and we follow Journal Article Reporting Standards (JARS; Kazak, 2018). All data underlying the findings, Mplus analysis code, and research materials are available at https://osf.io/ywt8q/. Data were analyzed using MPlus 8 (Muthén & Muthén, 1998-2017). This study’s design and its analysis were not pre-registered.

Measures

All variables that were analyzed for this research are reported. The project included various assessments of children, teachers, and parents. For the purpose of investigating the developmental trajectories of achievement emotions and their linkages with academic achievement, the current study focused on the following measures:

Emotions

We measured emotions using the Achievement Emotions Questionnaire–Elementary School (AEQ-ES, Lichtenfeld et al., 2012). The AEQ-ES consists of 28 items (nine enjoyment, seven boredom, and 12 anxiety items) that assess trait-like math emotions and are organized in five scales. Students are asked to report on their general feelings towards learning and test-taking in math (e.g., “Please indicate how you feel during math class”). Enjoyment is measured with two scales assessing learning-related and test enjoyment, respectively. The learning-related enjoyment scale measures enjoyment when attending class or doing homework (e.g., “I enjoy
math class”); the test enjoyment scale measures enjoyment related to taking tests and exams (e.g., “I look forward to math tests”). Similarly, anxiety is measured with two scales assessing learning-related anxiety (during class or doing homework; e.g., “When I do math homework, I worry if I will ever understand it”) and test anxiety (e.g., “I get very nervous during math tests”), respectively. For boredom, the AEQ-ES includes only one scale measuring learning-related boredom (during class and doing homework; e.g., “I find doing math boring”), as boredom is not typically experienced during tests and exams. Students respond on a 5-point Likert scale anchored by five graphical displays of faces showing increasing emotional intensity. To ensure that both boys and girls could identify themselves with the faces, there are different versions for male and female students using male and female faces, respectively (see Lichtenfeld et al., 2012).

In Year 2, we only administered the three learning-related emotion scales as German students lack experience with taking tests and receiving grades during the first two years of schooling. Third- and fourth-graders answered all five emotion scales.

**Grades**

The end-of-the-year grades in mathematics used in the study were summative scores based on multiple exams within each school year; they represent students’ cumulative performance throughout the school year relative to the implemented curriculum in math, thus supporting their validity; In fact, end of year grades represent a broader and fuller account of students’ achievement (Harlen, 2008) and therefore are more valid relative to the curriculum than standardized achievement tests (for a similar line of argument see also, Pekrun et al., 2017). Grades ranged from 1 (excellent) to 6 (poor). Grade scores were reversed prior to the analyses to ease interpretation.
**Test Scores**

The test scores were derived from the standardized achievement test for elementary school students (MCT-ES), which focuses on measuring students’ competencies in arithmetic and geometry. The test includes different test forms for different age levels. The obtained scores were scaled within each wave using one-parameter logistic item–response theory (Rasch scaling; Linacre, 2018), yielding good person reliabilities (see Table 1).

**Background Variables**

Gender (1 = female, 2 = male) and socioeconomic variables were included as covariates in the analysis. Parental education level is more strongly linked with children’s abilities as compared to parental wealth indicators (Zhang & Lee, 2011). Thus, we included parental education to assess SES. In addition, we included one of the most widely used indicators of family capital, namely, the number of books in students’ homes. This single-item measure has been used in several large-scale international student assessments (e.g., Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development [OECD], 2011); Trends in International Mathematics and Science Study [TIMSS]; Martin et al., 2020; for evidence supporting reliability and validity, see Sieben & Lechner, 2019). Thus, the highest level of parental education (ranging from 1 = none to 4 = Abitur [highest degree in the German school system]) and the number of books at home (ranging from 1 = none or only a few to 5 = more than 200 books) served as indicators for the socioeconomic background of students.

**Strategy of Data Analysis**

In preliminary analyses, we examined descriptive statistics as well as manifest and latent correlations. Structural equation modeling (MPlus 8; Muthén & Muthén, 1998-2017) was used to conduct confirmatory factor analyses and to estimate latent neighbor change and reciprocal
effects models. All models were estimated using the \texttt{<type=complex>} option implemented in Mplus (Muthén & Muthén, 1998-2017) to correct for the clustering of the data as students were nested in classes.

We used latent neighbor change models to analyze the developmental trajectories for each emotion in both learning-related and test settings. Due to the different time frames for the assessment of learning-related and test emotions, and to obtain more fine-grained evidence about differential developmental trajectories, we estimated separate models for these two types of emotions. Specifically, we estimated models for learning-related enjoyment, boredom, and anxiety from Year 2 to 4, and for test enjoyment and test anxiety from Year 3 to 4. Following recommendations by Steyer et al. (1997), we estimated latent difference variables to capture true change between two neighboring measurement occasions (see Figure 1). Latent trait change in neighbor change models reflects the difference between latent trait levels at two neighboring measurement occasions while controlling for measurement error (Steyer et al., 1997; Steyer et al., 2000). To interpret latent variable change as trait change, the latent variables must have the same meaning across time points (strong measurement invariance; Meredith, 1993; Steyer et al., 2000). As such, we constrained the latent variable structure, factor loadings, and intercepts to be invariant across time. Using the resulting models, we were able to investigate if changes in students’ emotions in a particular setting occurred from Year 2 to 3, and from Year 3 to 4.

To examine reciprocal linkages between emotions and achievement across years, we estimated latent cross-lagged models. Generally, to test reciprocal models, longitudinal designs are needed that assess each variable at multiple points in time (McArdle, 2009; Orth et al., 2021; Rosel & Plewis, 2008), as was the case in the present study. Even though alternative explanations cannot be ruled out entirely, these designs make it possible to control for prior
levels of outcome variables, thus allowing for stronger inferences about the causal ordering of variables. In the cross-lagged models, we analyzed effects of emotions at each assessment on subsequent achievement one year later, and reciprocal effects of achievement at each assessment on subsequent emotion one year later (Figure 2).

Following recommendations by Forsblom et al. (2021) and Pekrun et al. (2017), we estimated separate models for the five different emotion constructs (i.e., learning-related and test enjoyment and anxiety; learning-related boredom) given the multicollinearity between these emotion variables in the dataset (see Table 1). Relations with grades and test scores were estimated in two separate sets of models. The models for the learning-related emotions included three waves of assessments, and the models for test-related emotions included two waves (see above for the procedure, and see Figure 2).

For the learning-related emotion models, in line with findings on how to model emotions using the AEQ-ES (Lichtenfeld et al., 2012), the emotion variables were modeled as hierarchical latent constructs, with two first-order factors representing the items related to attending class and doing homework, respectively, and one second-order learning-related emotion factor. Following recommendations by Marsh et al. (1992), a correlated uniqueness approach was used by including correlations between residuals for identical emotion items across measurement occasions to control for systematic measurement error. Students’ gender and their family socioeconomic status (parental education, cultural capital) were controlled in the analysis to ensure that any observed relations were not mere artifacts of other plausible variables. We included directional paths of the covariates to all of the emotion and achievement variables. We expected the effects linking emotions and achievement to be consistent over time but modest in size due to controlling for autoregressive effects and demographic variables.
Measurement Equivalence across Waves

Preliminary analyses established measurement equivalence of the latent emotion constructs over time. Models of configural, metric, scalar, and residual invariance (Marsh et al., 2014; Meredith, 1993) were sequentially evaluated for each of the emotion variables. Configural invariance refers to equivalent patterns of factor loadings across time points. Metric or weak factorial invariance additionally requires factor loadings to be equivalent, scalar or strong factorial invariance requires factor loading and intercepts to be equivalent, and residual or strict factorial invariance requires equivalence of factor loadings, intercepts, and residual variances. Metric invariance is the minimum requirement to estimate correlations and path coefficients over time (Chen, 2007; Steenkamp & Baumgartner, 1998). Following recommendations by Chen (2007), provided adequate sample size, we considered a change of ΔCFI ≤ -.010, supplemented by a change of ΔRMSEA ≤ .015 or a change of ΔSRMR ≤ .030 to indicate metric invariance. We considered a change of ΔCFI ≤ -.010, supplemented by a change of ΔRMSEA ≤ .015 or a change of ΔSRMR ≤ .010 to indicate scalar or residual invariance. As recommended, the χ² difference test was not used in the model comparisons, because it is overly sensitive to sample size (Marsh et al., 1988). Nevertheless, we emphasize that these guidelines are merely rules of thumb and not "golden rules" (Marsh et al., 2004).

Developmental Equilibrium

The three learning-related emotion models included three waves, thus making it possible to investigate developmental equilibrium (for further theorizing on developmental equilibrium see, Marsh et al., 2016). To this end, we estimated two versions for each of these models. In the first version, we freely estimated autoregressive coefficients, cross-paths, and residual factor variances. In the second version, we constrained all three parameters to be invariant across time.
intervals (i.e., we constrained the effects of emotion in Year 2 on achievement in Year 3 to be the same as those from emotion in Year 3 on achievement in Year 4; similarly, we constrained the effects of achievement on emotions to be the same across intervals).

**Estimator and Missing Values**

We used the MLR estimator, which is robust against non-normality of observed variables (Muthén & Muthén, 1998-2017). Given the longitudinal design of the study, there is missing data for children who only participated in part of the investigation. To make full use of the data (Enders, 2010), we applied full information maximum likelihood (FIML) estimation, which has shown to be an adequate way of dealing with missing data in longitudinal designs even with high rates of missing data (Jelicic et al., 2009).

**Goodness-of-fit Indexes to Evaluate Model Fit**

To evaluate the fit of the models, both absolute and incremental fit indices were used. Specifically, we employed the comparative fit index (CFI), the Tucker-Lewis index (TLI), the root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA), and the standardized root mean square residual (SRMR). Traditionally, values of CFI and TLI higher than .90 and close to .95, values of RMSEA lower than .06, and values of SRMR lower than .08 have been interpreted as indicating good fit (Browne & Cudeck, 1993; Hu & Bentler, 1999). While these fit indexes allow for comparisons with previous research, recommended cut-off values often are not met with datasets derived from more complex studies and should thus be used with caution (Heene et al., 2011; Marsh et al., 2004).

**Results**

**Preliminary Analysis**

Descriptive statistics and alpha coefficients for the emotion scales and manifest and latent
correlations for emotions and achievement are reported in Table 1. In line with previous
evidence (e.g., Pekrun et al., 2011, 2017), enjoyment was negatively related to boredom and
anxiety, whereas boredom and anxiety were positively correlated. Enjoyment was positively
linked with mathematics achievement each year, whereas boredom and anxiety correlated
negatively with achievement. Correlations with covariates predominantly yielded relations
between SES variables and anxiety (see Table 1). Specifically, both higher levels of parental
education and higher levels of cultural capital were related to lower levels of anxiety. Moreover,
parental education and cultural capital were positively related to students’ achievement in
mathematics.

**Confirmatory Factor Analyses (CFAs)**

For each wave, we conducted an item-based CFA to confirm that each of the learning-
related and test emotions form distinct latent factors. In line with the original factor structure of
the AEQ-ES (Lichtenfeld et al., 2012), the CFA models including learning-related emotions with
one higher order learning-related emotion factor and two lower order factors representing
emotions in the two contexts of learning (i.e., class-related and homework-related emotions).
Each of the two test emotions were presented by one factor only. All three models showed a
good fit to the data, supporting the hierarchical factor structure of the data as well as the
measurement quality of the emotion variables, with CFIs > .93, TLIs > .91, RMSEAs < .05, and
SRMRs < .05 (see Supporting Information, Table S2).

The pattern of latent correlations derived from these CFAs was similar to the pattern of
manifest correlations (Table 1). Latent correlations were corrected for measurement error and
thus represent the highest estimates possible. This indicates that different achievement emotions
are closely related, but nevertheless represent distinct constructs (for similar findings with
secondary school and university students, see Pekrun et al., 2017; Pekrun et al., 2011). The present findings are also in line with previous findings showing that students’ trait-like emotions are more strongly related to each other than are state emotions (see, e.g., Bieg et al., 2013 for similar findings on anxiety and boredom).

**Measurement Invariance**

Measurement invariance across years was assessed separately for each of the five emotion constructs (see Supporting Information, Table S3). All configural invariance models yielded a good fit, with CFI > .96,TLI > .94, RMSEA < .04, and SRMR < .05. Reduction in fit for the metric invariance models compared to the configural invariance models was ΔCFIs < -.002, ΔRMSEAs < .006, and ΔSRMRs < .006 for all models, supporting metric invariance for all emotion scales. Reduction in fit for the scalar invariance models was ΔCFIs < -.005, ΔRMSEAs < .005, and ΔSRMRs < .002 for all emotion scales, also indicating clear support for the scalar invariance. Reduction in fit for the residual invariance model for learning-related enjoyment, test enjoyment, and test anxiety was ΔCFI < -.010, ΔRMSEA < .008, and ΔSRMRs < .009, indicating support for invariance. Reduction in fit for the residual invariance models for learning-related boredom and learning-related anxiety was ΔCFIs > -.012, ΔRMSEAs > .005, and ΔSRMRs > .008, indicating non-invariance. In sum, the results supported strong longitudinal invariance of the scales, suggesting that the latent emotion variables can be used in longitudinal analysis. In subsequent models, we used constraints for scalar invariance to keep constraints consistent across the models for all emotions.

**Latent Neighbor Change Models**

The fit indexes provided support for the latent neighbor change models for all five emotion constructs (CFIs > .95, TLI > .94, RSMEA < .04, and SRMR < .05; see Table 2). In
support of Hypothesis 1, students’ enjoyment declined both in learning and test settings (see Table 3). Specifically, both learning-related and test enjoyment declined from Year 3 to 4. Boredom remained low and stable over the three years. Counter to our expectations, anxiety related to learning decreased from Year 2 to 3 and remained stable thereafter. Similarly, test anxiety remained relatively stable from Year 3 to 4.

Reciprocal Effects Models of Emotions and Achievement

For both learning-related and test emotions, the cross-lagged structural equation models freely estimating autoregressive effects, cross-lagged effects, and factor residual invariances showed a good fit to the data (see Table 2; for results on test scores, see Supporting Information, Table S4), with CFIs > .94, TLIs > .93, RMSEAs < .05, and SRMRs < .05. When constraining autoregressive effects, cross-lagged effects, and factor residual variances to be equal across the one-year intervals for the learning-related emotions, the reductions in fit were small (ΔCFI ≤ .007, ΔRMSEA ≤ .002, and ΔSRMR ≤ .009; see Table 2; for results on test scores, see Supporting Information, Table S4). In line with our expectations (Hypothesis 4), these results showed that both autoregressive paths and linkages between emotions and achievement remained stable across the elementary school years, providing evidence for developmental equilibrium. Thus, we used the more parsimonious, constrained models, which provide more robust and precise parameter estimates, for further interpretation (note that unstandardized coefficients are fixed to be equal and standardized coefficients, which are reported herein, can still differ due to the standardization procedure).

Emotions and Grades

Table 4 reports the standardized factor loadings, standardized path coefficients, and residual variances for each of the reciprocal effects models for emotions and grades. In all
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models, both the emotion variables and students’ grades showed considerable autoregressive stability over time ($\beta$s $\geq .47$ and $\beta$s $\geq .52$, respectively).

Learning-related enjoyment and achievement were significantly linked to each other at the first measurement occasion (Year 2), $r = .26$, $p < .001$. Nevertheless, and above and beyond autoregressive effects and effects of gender and the SES variables, there were significant incremental reciprocal effects linking enjoyment and achievement (Table 4). In support of Hypothesis 2, enjoyment significantly predicted subsequent grades, and grades significantly predicted subsequent enjoyment, in each of the two time intervals.

The models for learning-related boredom and anxiety showed that both emotions were significantly linked with achievement in Year 2, latent $rs = -.28$ and -.38, respectively, $ps < .001$. Over and above these initial links, and despite considerable autoregressive stability of the emotion and achievement variables, there were significant reciprocal effects between the two negative emotions and achievement over time while controlling for gender and SES (Table 4). In line with Hypothesis 3, boredom and anxiety were significant negative predictors of subsequent grades, and grades were significant negative predictors of subsequent anxiety and boredom.

Concerning test enjoyment, initial relations with grades at the first measurement occasion (Year 3) were significant as well, latent $r = .35$, $p < .001$. Year 3 test enjoyment had a positive predictive effect on subsequent Year 4 grades; this effect was not significant. In contrast, Year 3 grades had a substantial and significant effect on subsequent Year 4 test enjoyment. Test anxiety and grades were significantly and negatively related in Year 3, latent $r = -.38$, $p < .001$. There was a non-significant negative effect of Year 3 test anxiety on Year 4 grades. Year 3 grades yielded a significant negative effect on subsequent test anxiety, indicating that the lower students’ performance, the more anxiety they experienced in the following year.
Emotions and Test Scores

The results for reciprocal relations between emotions and test scores yielded an acceptable fit to the data. They replicated the findings for grades, which supports the generalizability of the results across different achievement measures (Supporting Information, Tables S4 and S5). There were substantial initial positive links between learning-related enjoyment and test enjoyment with test scores, latent $r_s = .15$ and .23, respectively, $p_s < .001$. Likewise, the models for learning-related boredom and learning-related anxiety and test anxiety showed significant links with achievement in Year 2, latent $r_s = -.34$, -.12 and -.12, respectively, $p_s < .001$. Despite these links, and over and above autoregressive effects and effects of covariates, learning-related enjoyment and test enjoyment showed positive reciprocal relations with test scores over time. Learning-related boredom, learning-related anxiety, and test anxiety showed negative reciprocal relations with test scores. The direction of effects was entirely consistent across time intervals and with the findings for emotions and grades. However, as expected, the effects were weaker than for grades and did not always reach statistical significance (see Table S5).

Effects of the Covariates

Gender had significant effects on the emotions, indicating that boys reported more math enjoyment ($\beta$ range .10 to .13; all $p_s < .01$) and less math anxiety ($\beta$ range -.13 to -.15; all $p_s < .01$) in both learning and test settings. However, boredom did not differ across genders ($p > .05$). Furthermore, gender had significant effects on math grades, with boys showing better grades than girls ($\beta$ range .07 to .10, $p_s$ range .123 to .007). However, gender differences were more pronounced for test scores than for grades ($\beta$ range .15 to .17, $p_s < .001$), confirming that boys performed better in math than girls.
Parents’ education level had only weak predictive effects on students’ emotions (Table 4). However, in line with expectations, level of education positively predicted students’ math grades ($\beta$ range .23 to .29; all $p$s < .001), indicating that children of parents with higher levels of education performed better in math. In line with these findings, parents’ level of education also had predictive effects on test scores (Supporting Information, Table S5; $\beta$ range .24 to .26; all $p$s < .001). Cultural capital also had positive, albeit weaker, effects on grades ($\beta$ range .11 to .13; all $p$s < .05) and test scores ($\beta = .08$ to .11). Cultural capital did not have any significant effects on students’ emotions.

**Discussion**

In the present research we sought to investigate developmental changes in students’ emotions within different achievement settings at school as well as reciprocal relations between students’ emotions and their achievement across the early elementary school years. Specifically, we examined developmental trajectories in elementary school students’ enjoyment, boredom, and anxiety and their relations with achievement across Years 2 to 4.

**Developmental Trajectories**

There was a significant decrease in student’s enjoyment both in learning-related and testing situations, showing that students experience considerably less enjoyment across the elementary school years. Interestingly, students’ learning-related anxiety decreased from Year 2 to 3, and remained stable thereafter. A potential explanation may be that students in Year 2 are taught various new constructs in mathematics and the content in mathematics is seen as rather challenging for students, while there is a considerable amount of repetition in Year 3. Thus, there may be fewer students who feel overly challenged in Year 3, which may reduce average anxiety levels in class and homework situations. Moreover, no changes in students’ boredom or test-
related anxiety were detected.

Previous cross-sectional studies point to a maladaptive pattern of emotions emerging with more negative and less positive emotions experienced as students grow older (Raccanello et al., 2018). However, the current longitudinal study replicates this pattern for positive emotions only. A possible explanation for the stability and low levels of boredom may be that teachers emphasize hands-on activities in elementary school more (Zahorik, 1996), which may be less boring than math instruction in the secondary school years. However, the present findings for boredom and anxiety seem at odds with the changes in mean levels of students’ control- and value-related beliefs found in previous research. Given that studies based on Eccles’s EVT found that both competence beliefs and intrinsic task value beliefs decline during the elementary school years, one would expect that boredom would change as well. Specifically, boredom is likely to increase given that interest and intrinsic value decline during the elementary school years (Fredricks & Eccles, 2002; Jacobs et al., 2002).

As such, the present findings on the development of emotions only partially mirror prior findings for motivation and for competence- and value-related beliefs. Whereas the decline of enjoyment in the present study is congruent with the decline of intrinsic value in previous studies, the lack of change in boredom is not. Based on EVT and CVT, future research should simultaneously include motivation, beliefs, and emotions in the same study design to analyze their joint developmental trajectories in-depth.

**Reciprocal Relations with Academic Achievement**

The findings support our hypotheses on relations between children’s math emotions and their achievement. Enjoyment and achievement were positively linked over time; enjoyment positively predicted subsequent achievement, and achievement, in turn, positively predicted
enjoyment. For boredom and anxiety, we found the opposite pattern of effects. Both boredom and anxiety resulted in lower levels of achievement the following year, and lower levels of achievement, in turn, led to higher subsequent boredom and anxiety. While these predictive effects may be considered small in size (but see Gignac & Szodorai, 2016), it is important to bear in mind that they are incremental effects explaining changes in achievement and emotions over and above prior links between emotions and achievement, autoregressive effects, and effects of the background variables. Given that emotions and achievement were already substantially related at the start of the study and both emotions and achievement remained relatively stable over time, only a limited amount of variance was left to be explained. Nevertheless, prior emotions consistently and significantly contributed to explaining subsequent achievement, and prior achievement consistently and significantly contributed to explaining subsequent emotional development.

We found reciprocal links with emotions both for students’ math grades and their standardized achievement test scores. Strong correlations between math grades and test scores (r range .61 to .67; Table 1) suggest that the grades were valid indicators of students’ competencies in maths. These end of year grades reflect students’ cumulative performance throughout the school year relative to the curriculum in math, thus further supporting their validity. The consistency of the relations between emotions and students’ grades and test scores documents the generalizability of the relations between emotions and math performance. However, the reciprocal relations between emotions and achievement were more pronounced for grades as compared with test scores. This finding is in line with previous research and theory suggesting that school grades should be more strongly related to emotional and motivational factors as compared with test scores, given that they represent a more salient source of feedback
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The results support previous cross-sectional evidence that emotions and academic achievement are related during the elementary school years (Lichtenfeld et al., 2012; Raccanello et al., 2018), but extend them by examining the directionality of these relations. Counter to traditional unidirectional views focusing on the effects of emotions on performance (e.g., research investigating mediating mechanisms such as cognitive interference explaining the effects of test anxiety on students’ achievement; Zeidner, 1998, 2014; or research on the influence of mood states on cognitive performance; Clore & Huntsinger, 2009), the findings show that reciprocal effects of achievement on the development of emotions are no less important.

**Effects of Gender and SES**

The findings on gender differences are in line with previous research indicating that girls report less enjoyment and more anxiety in mathematics. The results suggest that girls show a more maladaptive pattern of math emotions as compared with boys. Lower competence beliefs and perceptions of the value of mathematics may explain these differences (Goetz et al., 2013).

In addition, boys showed slightly better math achievement than girls, which may also help to explain the differences in emotions. Previous findings on gender differences in math achievement are inconsistent. A cross-cultural study across 69 countries found that mean effect sizes were very small, supporting the gender similarity hypothesis (Else-Quest et al., 2010). Likewise, PISA data from 2018 shows that the gender gap is generally small and did not significantly change between 2009 and 2018 (OECD, 2019; Schleicher, 2019). Given the small size of gender effects on achievement in the present study, our results are in line with these findings.
Parental education and cultural capital showed only few effects on students’ math emotions. However, both SES variables positively predicted their math grades and test scores. Specifically, parental education yielded moderately positive effects on students’ achievement. Over and above this effect, cultural capital also had a small positive effect. These effects are in line with previous findings and may be explained by parental expectations (Davis-Kean, 2005) and parental involvement (Zhang, 2020). Parents with higher parental education levels and cultural capital may hold higher expectations and show more school involvement, which may promote students’ achievement. In sum, all three covariates had predictive effects, either on students’ emotions or their achievement or both.

Limitations and Directions for Future Research

The present study yielded robust findings on the links between students’ emotions and their achievement while controlling for initial links, autoregressive stability, and critical background variables. It significantly advances research in the field by focusing on a critically important age group that has not received much attention in research on achievement emotions, and by generating a more fine-grained picture of the development of these emotions by distinguishing between different emotions as well as different academic settings in which these emotions occur. Nevertheless, the current findings should be interpreted in the context of several limitations, which can also serve as a basis to identify directions for future research.

First, the study produced strong evidence supporting reciprocal predictive effects of emotions on achievement and vice versa, but it was based on a longitudinal rather than an experimental design. As such, although the power of non-experimental designs to derive causal conclusions should not be underestimated (Grosz et al., 2020), firm conclusions about cause-effect relations cannot be derived. While the results are based on multi-wave longitudinal SEMs
controlling for initial correlations, autoregressive effects, and relevant related constructs, there could still be other variables that may have contributed to the observed links between emotions and achievement. Nevertheless, longitudinal studies in real-life contexts such as the present one are considered to be more ecologically valid, include more representative samples as compared with small-scale experimental studies, have higher statistical power due to large sample sizes, and bear fewer ethical concerns than experimental emotion studies which rely on manipulation procedures. Future research would do well to expand upon the present findings by using both longitudinal and experimental designs.

Second, the current research examined three different achievement emotions as experienced by children in one specific academic domain. Given limited attention span in young children (Betts et al., 2006; Lewis et al., 2017), it was necessary to keep administration time to a minimum. As such, it was not possible to assess a more exhaustive range of emotions and academic domains. Thus, it is open to question whether the observed reciprocal effects would also occur for other emotions not assessed herein. Specifically, future research on other positive achievement emotions such as pride and relief, as well as negative achievement emotions such as anger and hopelessness, in elementary school would further our knowledge of how both activating and deactivating positive and negative emotions develop across the early years of schooling.

Third, emotions were assessed with self-report measures in the current study. Self-report has been considered as indispensable to assess students’ emotions (e.g., Pekrun, 2020), but is susceptible to response biases such as social desirability and acquiescent responding (Kreitchmann et al., 2019; Paulhus, 1991) and to memory biases (Levine et al., 2006; Levine & Safer, 2002; Wilson et al., 2003). Specifically, acquiescent responding has been found to be
more pronounced in children and adolescents, which may reduce the validity of self-report (Soto et al., 2008). Due to controlling for autoregressive effects for emotions, the influence of such biases on the links with achievement may be reduced in the present longitudinal analyses. Nevertheless, future research would do well to include physiological indicators, facial expression analysis, and implicit measures of emotions to gain a more fine grained picture of emotional processes and their linkages with academic achievement during the early years of schooling. Specifically, adding physiological and behavioral measures may shed light on the interplay and relative importance of different component processes of emotion in explaining emotion-performance links in elementary school students.

Furthermore, the current study focused on changes over the course of several school years. Data collections took place towards the end of each school year to gauge the linkages between students’ reports of their emotions during the year and their cumulative achievement during the year (for a similar approach, see, e.g., Pekrun et al., 2017). However, future studies could amend this approach by using ambulatory assessment methods, such as experience sampling methodology, which has been successfully used in studies of achievement emotions (Ahmed et al., 2010; Goetz et al., 2014; Nett et al., 2017). The use of these methodologies may be suited to capture the situational dynamics and immediate performance effects of situational emotional experiences in elementary school.

In addition, recent research found that epistemic emotions such as confusion and frustration are frequently experienced by elementary school students in math (Munzar et al., 2021). While several studies investigated antecedents and outcomes of students’ state epistemic emotions (e.g., Chevrier et al., 2019; see also Vogl et al., 2020), an interesting avenue for future research would be to investigate elementary school students’ trait epistemic emotions and their
interrelations with achievement. Moreover, future research would do well to investigate whether the present findings generalize to domains other than mathematics and cultural contexts other than Germany.

Finally, future studies could explore effects of achievement emotions in the context of productive failure. Much research indicates that failure is linked to enhanced levels of negative emotions such as anxiety (for meta-analyses, see von der Embse et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2019). On the other hand, studies on productive failure have shown that making mistakes during problem-solving can support learners in their strivings to persist even in the face of failure, which may promote learning and performance (Kapur, 2010; McNamara, 2001; Schwartz & Martin, 2004). However, a recent meta-analysis (Sinha & Kapur, 2021) has suggested that failures in complex learning prior to a memory consolidation phase can be detrimental rather than beneficial for young students’ learning (2nd to 5th graders). Thus, it would be interesting to explore if negative emotions during initial phases of complex learning (such as frustration and anxiety) vary between younger and older students, and to investigate if these differences translate into different effects on motivation and performance.

**Implications for Practice**

Important implications for educational practice can be derived from the present work. First, the results suggest that children’s enjoyment of mathematics is increasingly undermined as students move through elementary school. This finding underlines that teachers and parents should be encouraged to invest an effort to foster students’ positive emotions towards mathematics. Promising findings on how this can be achieved come, for instance, from research on utility value interventions which indicate that college students partaking in such an intervention developed more positive expectancy and value appraisals (Hulleman et al., 2017),
which are deemed to be important antecedents of positive achievement emotions (Pekrun, 2006). Moreover, initial evidence indicates that utility value interventions may already be beneficial for elementary school students in fostering their interest and willingness to engage (Shin et al., 2019), which may be beneficial for the development of their emotions.

Second, the findings from our cross-lagged analyses provide evidence that emotions may influence elementary school students’ academic achievement, over and above the impact of prior performance. This further emphasizes the necessity to focus on students’ emotional experiences and highlights that fostering positive and reducing negative achievement emotions can help to promote students’ learning and performance.

Finally, the results suggest that achievement, in turn, had a substantial impact on students’ emotions. This was especially true for the grades that students received in math. As such, the findings imply that achievement and related feedback likely are central determinants of students’ emotional development at school. Fredricks and Eccles (2002) suggested that the downward trajectory of students’ competence beliefs may be attributed to the fact that they tend to rely more and more on comparative standards to judge their abilities (Spinath & Spinath, 2005; Stipek & MacIver, 1989). This trend in competence beliefs across elementary school may be responsible for the maladaptive changes in students’ achievement emotions. Thus, providing positive feedback on students’ performance and establishing opportunities to experience success by implementing individual rather than comparative standards for feedback may be a critically important avenue to establish a beneficial pattern of emotions in the early years of schooling. Doing so may lead to a virtuous cycle of positive emotions fostering children’s achievement, and children’s success facilitating their positive emotional development.
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### Table 1

*Descriptive Statistics and Pearson Product-Moment Correlations and Latent Correlations for Emotions and Achievement*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Learning enjoyment</th>
<th>Test enjoyment</th>
<th>Learning boredom</th>
<th>Learning anxiety</th>
<th>Test anxiety</th>
<th>Achievement (grades)</th>
<th>Achievement (test scores)</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Cultural capital</th>
<th>Parents’ education</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.83 (1.12)</td>
<td>3.33 (1.21)</td>
<td>1.75 (1.01)</td>
<td>1.78 (0.93)</td>
<td>1.59 (0.79)</td>
<td>4.68 (1.01)</td>
<td>4.62 (0.90)</td>
<td>1.49 (0.50)</td>
<td>3.43 (1.23)</td>
<td>3.01 (0.98)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.62 (1.08)</td>
<td>3.33 (1.21)</td>
<td>1.78 (0.93)</td>
<td>1.78 (0.93)</td>
<td>1.59 (0.79)</td>
<td>4.68 (1.01)</td>
<td>4.62 (0.90)</td>
<td>1.49 (0.50)</td>
<td>3.43 (1.23)</td>
<td>3.01 (0.98)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3.31 (1.01)</td>
<td>2.93 (1.17)</td>
<td>1.88 (0.92)</td>
<td>1.88 (0.92)</td>
<td>1.50 (0.71)</td>
<td>4.36 (1.04)</td>
<td>4.36 (1.04)</td>
<td>1.49 (0.50)</td>
<td>3.43 (1.23)</td>
<td>3.01 (0.98)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note.* *a* Correlations with demographic variables are reported for first measurement wave. Coefficients below main diagonal are manifest correlations. Coefficients above main diagonal are latent correlations. Coefficients in italic are Cronbach’s Alphas for the self-report scales and person reliabilities for the Rasch scores. **Bold** coefficients $p < .05$. 
Table 2

Fit Indexes for Latent Neighbor Change and Reciprocal Effects Models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$\chi^2$</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>CFI</th>
<th>TLI</th>
<th>RMSEA</th>
<th>SRMR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Latent Neighbor Change Models</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning enjoyment</td>
<td>188.093***</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>.987</td>
<td>.985</td>
<td>.027</td>
<td>.033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test enjoyment</td>
<td>7.883</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>1.001</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning boredom</td>
<td>311.685***</td>
<td>181</td>
<td>.972</td>
<td>.967</td>
<td>.033</td>
<td>.040</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning anxiety</td>
<td>302.362***</td>
<td>181</td>
<td>.951</td>
<td>.943</td>
<td>.032</td>
<td>.050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test anxiety</td>
<td>69.902***</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>.979</td>
<td>.975</td>
<td>.039</td>
<td>.036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Reciprocal Effects Models with Grades</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cross-paths and autoregressive effects freely estimated</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning enjoyment</td>
<td>360.579***</td>
<td>221</td>
<td>.974</td>
<td>.968</td>
<td>.034</td>
<td>.041</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test enjoyment</td>
<td>71.237***</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>.976</td>
<td>.959</td>
<td>.047</td>
<td>.033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning boredom</td>
<td>492.292***</td>
<td>294</td>
<td>.965</td>
<td>.958</td>
<td>.035</td>
<td>.040</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning anxiety</td>
<td>500.704***</td>
<td>294</td>
<td>.940</td>
<td>.930</td>
<td>.032</td>
<td>.047</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test anxiety</td>
<td>287.989***</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>.954</td>
<td>.946</td>
<td>.039</td>
<td>.042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cross-paths and autoregressive effects invariant across waves</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning enjoyment</td>
<td>367.767***</td>
<td>225</td>
<td>.973</td>
<td>.967</td>
<td>.034</td>
<td>.042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning boredom</td>
<td>503.437***</td>
<td>298</td>
<td>.964</td>
<td>.957</td>
<td>.032</td>
<td>.045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning anxiety</td>
<td>525.842***</td>
<td>299</td>
<td>.935</td>
<td>.924</td>
<td>.034</td>
<td>.055</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

** $p < .01$. *** $p < .001$. 
Table 3

*Latent Neighbor Change Models: Means and Standard Deviations for Latent Variables across the Three Years*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Year 2</th>
<th>Year 3</th>
<th>Year 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M</td>
<td>SE</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enjoyment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning enjoyment</td>
<td>4.04</td>
<td>.06</td>
<td>3.91†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test enjoyment</td>
<td>3.31</td>
<td>.09</td>
<td>2.88***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boredom</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning boredom</td>
<td>1.72</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>1.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anxiety</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning anxiety</td>
<td>1.34</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td>1.23**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test anxiety</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>.10</td>
<td>2.63†</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note.* Changes to previous wave: † p < .10. * p < .05. ** p < .01. *** p < .001.
## Table 4

### Reciprocal Effects Models for Emotions and Grades: Standardized Factor Loadings, Path Coefficients, and Residual Variances

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Enjoyment</th>
<th></th>
<th>Boredom</th>
<th></th>
<th>Anxiety</th>
<th></th>
<th>Test</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Learning</td>
<td>Grades</td>
<td>Learning</td>
<td>Grades</td>
<td>Learning</td>
<td>Grades</td>
<td>Learning</td>
<td>Grades</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Factor loadings</strong></td>
<td>.71-.92&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>.67-.91&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>.72-.88&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>.63-.80&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>.62-.82&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Autoregressive effects</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y2 → Y3</td>
<td>.59 (0.04)</td>
<td>.66 (0.04)</td>
<td>.49 (0.05)</td>
<td>.68 (0.04)</td>
<td>.57 (0.06)</td>
<td>.62 (0.04)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y3 → Y4</td>
<td>.62 (0.05)</td>
<td>.59 (0.05)</td>
<td>.54 (0.05)</td>
<td>.65 (0.04)</td>
<td>.59 (0.07)</td>
<td>.52 (0.06)</td>
<td>.57 (0.04)</td>
<td>.57 (0.07)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cross-lagged effects</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graded Learning</td>
<td>Grades Test</td>
<td>Grades Learning</td>
<td>Grades Test</td>
<td>Grades Learning</td>
<td>Grades Test</td>
<td>Grades Learning</td>
<td>Grades Test</td>
<td>Grades Learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning enjoyment → Grades enjoyment</td>
<td>Grades Test</td>
<td>Grades Learning</td>
<td>Grades Test</td>
<td>Grades Learning</td>
<td>Grades Test</td>
<td>Grades Learning</td>
<td>Grades Test</td>
<td>Grades Learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y2 → Y3</td>
<td>.12 (0.03)</td>
<td>.09 (0.04)</td>
<td>.10 (0.04)</td>
<td>.09 (0.04)</td>
<td>.14 (0.04)</td>
<td>.19 (0.05)</td>
<td>.15 (0.05)</td>
<td>.17 (0.04)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y3 → Y4</td>
<td>.11 (0.03)</td>
<td>.09 (0.04)</td>
<td>.19 (0.04)</td>
<td>.02 (0.05)</td>
<td>.11 (0.04)</td>
<td>.08 (0.03)</td>
<td>.15 (0.05)</td>
<td>.17 (0.04)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Effects of Covariates</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y2(learning-related emotions)</td>
<td>Y3 (test emotions)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>.13 (0.05)</td>
<td>.07 (0.04)</td>
<td>.23 (0.05)</td>
<td>.10 (0.04)</td>
<td>.07 (0.04)</td>
<td>.07 (0.04)</td>
<td>.15 (0.06)</td>
<td>.08 (0.04)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cultural capital</td>
<td>.05 (0.04)</td>
<td>.11 (0.05)</td>
<td>.02 (0.07)</td>
<td>.13 (0.06)</td>
<td>.06 (0.04)</td>
<td>.12 (0.05)</td>
<td>.11 (0.06)</td>
<td>.13 (0.05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parental education</td>
<td>-.10 (0.04)</td>
<td>.29 (0.06)</td>
<td>.04 (0.06)</td>
<td>.23 (0.05)</td>
<td>.06 (0.03)</td>
<td>.29 (0.05)</td>
<td>.03 (0.06)</td>
<td>.29 (0.05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Residual Variances</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y2</td>
<td>.97</td>
<td>.88</td>
<td>.99</td>
<td>.89</td>
<td>.99</td>
<td>.88</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y3</td>
<td>.60</td>
<td>.48</td>
<td>.95</td>
<td>.91</td>
<td>.73</td>
<td>.47</td>
<td>.73</td>
<td>.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y4</td>
<td>.57</td>
<td>.50</td>
<td>.58</td>
<td>.46</td>
<td>.74</td>
<td>.57</td>
<td>.74</td>
<td>.47</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note.* Y2 = Year 2, Y3 = Year 3, and Y4 = Year 4; Coefficients in parentheses are standard errors. Effects of covariates are reported for first measurement wave. **Bold** coefficients $p < .05$. All models were estimated with strong invariance of parameters across waves.
Figure 1

Basic structure of latent neighbor change models for learning-related emotions (panel A) and test emotions (panel B)
Figure 2

*Basic structure of reciprocal effects models for learning-related emotions (panel A) and test emotions (panel B)*

A

Note. The models include cross-lagged effects, autoregressive effects, and directional paths from the covariates to emotion and achievement at all waves. Correlations between the covariates and between residuals are not displayed.
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Table S1

*Emotions Questionnaire—Elementary School (AEQ-ES): Sample Items*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Learning emotions</th>
<th>Test emotions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Enjoyment</td>
<td>I enjoy math class.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boredom</td>
<td>Math homework bores me to death.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anxiety</td>
<td>When I think about math class, I get nervous.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I look forward to math tests.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I get very nervous during math tests.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table S2

*CFAs for the Discrete Emotion Constructs with Separate Factors for Learning-Related and Test Emotions*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>$\chi^2$</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>CFI</th>
<th>TLI</th>
<th>RMSEA</th>
<th>SRMR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CFA Model Year 2</td>
<td>536.033***</td>
<td>246</td>
<td>.933</td>
<td>.918</td>
<td>.042</td>
<td>.045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFA Model Year 3</td>
<td>977.720***</td>
<td>514</td>
<td>.935</td>
<td>.924</td>
<td>.037</td>
<td>.048</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFA Model Year 4</td>
<td>1088.545***</td>
<td>515</td>
<td>.937</td>
<td>.927</td>
<td>.041</td>
<td>.046</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*** $p < .001$. 
### Table S3

*Measurement Equivalence of Emotion Constructs Across Waves*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Configural Invariance</th>
<th>Metric Invariance</th>
<th>Scalar Invariance</th>
<th>Residual Invariance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CFI</td>
<td>TLI</td>
<td>RMSEA</td>
<td>SRMR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning enjoyment</td>
<td>.993</td>
<td>.990</td>
<td>.022</td>
<td>.027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test enjoyment</td>
<td>.999</td>
<td>.996</td>
<td>.024</td>
<td>.014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning boredom</td>
<td>.974</td>
<td>.968</td>
<td>.030</td>
<td>.040</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning anxiety</td>
<td>.960</td>
<td>.947</td>
<td>.031</td>
<td>.043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test anxiety</td>
<td>.975</td>
<td>.966</td>
<td>.040</td>
<td>.033</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Table S4

Fit Indexes for Reciprocal Effects Models with Test Scores

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$\chi^2$</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>CFI</th>
<th>TLI</th>
<th>RMSEA</th>
<th>SRMR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cross-paths and autoregressive effects freely estimated</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning enjoyment</td>
<td>347.256***</td>
<td>221</td>
<td>.977</td>
<td>.971</td>
<td>.032</td>
<td>.037</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test enjoyment</td>
<td>54.733**</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>.987</td>
<td>.976</td>
<td>.036</td>
<td>.027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning boredom</td>
<td>467.559***</td>
<td>294</td>
<td>.970</td>
<td>.964</td>
<td>.030</td>
<td>.040</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning anxiety</td>
<td>470.106***</td>
<td>294</td>
<td>.950</td>
<td>.941</td>
<td>.030</td>
<td>.045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test anxiety</td>
<td>265.387***</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>.963</td>
<td>.956</td>
<td>.036</td>
<td>.039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cross-paths and autoregressive effects invariant across waves</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning enjoyment</td>
<td>373.173***</td>
<td>225</td>
<td>.972</td>
<td>.967</td>
<td>.034</td>
<td>.039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning boredom</td>
<td>492.453***</td>
<td>298</td>
<td>.966</td>
<td>.961</td>
<td>.031</td>
<td>.045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning anxiety</td>
<td>500.504***</td>
<td>298</td>
<td>.943</td>
<td>.933</td>
<td>.032</td>
<td>.054</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

** $p < .01$. *** $p < .001$. 
Table S5

Reciprocal Effects Models for Emotions and Test Scores: Standardized Factor Loadings, Path Coefficients, and Residual Variances

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Enjoyment (Test scores)</th>
<th>Boredom (Test scores)</th>
<th>Anxiety (Test scores)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Factor loadings</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning enjoyment</td>
<td>.71-.92$^a$</td>
<td>.66-.91$^a$</td>
<td>.72-.88$^a$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test scores</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.59-.80$^a$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test anxiety</td>
<td>.62-.82$^a$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Autoregressive effects</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y2 → Y3</td>
<td>.61 (.04)</td>
<td>.55 (.04)</td>
<td>.51 (.05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y3 → Y4</td>
<td>.65 (.04)</td>
<td>.58 (.05)</td>
<td>.48 (.07)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cross-lagged effects</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y2 → Y3</td>
<td>.07 (.04)</td>
<td>.07 (.03)</td>
<td>-.06 (.06)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y3 → Y4</td>
<td>.05 (.03)</td>
<td>.06 (.03)</td>
<td>.02 (.05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Effects of Covariates Y2 (for learning-related emotions) / Y3 (for test emotions)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>.13 (.05)</td>
<td>.17 (.04)</td>
<td>-.07 (.04)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cultural capital</td>
<td>.04 (.04)</td>
<td>.08 (.04)</td>
<td>.06 (.04)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>-.10 (.04)</td>
<td>.26 (.05)</td>
<td>.07 (.04)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Residual Variances</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y2</td>
<td>.97 .89</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y3</td>
<td>.61 .61</td>
<td>.95 .90</td>
<td>.74 .64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y4</td>
<td>.57 .73</td>
<td>.62 .66</td>
<td>.74 .74</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note. $^a$Range of factor loadings. Coefficients in parentheses are standard errors. Effects of covariates are reported for first measurement wave. Bold coefficients $p < .05$. All models were estimated with strong invariance of parameters across waves.*